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Directions
From the North. A666 (Southbound)

From A666 Blackburn Road, go straight on at the junction crossing the A58. Go straight on at the next junction (McDonalds on left) and get into the right hand lane. Filter right at the fork (next to Kwik Fit) and turn right onto the A673 (Topp Way) at the next major junction at the Ford dealership. After the NCP car park get into the left hand lane and when the road divides into three lanes move into the left hand lane again. Go straight on at the lights onto Marsden Road, continue straight on at the next lights onto Moor Lane, get into right hand lane and go straight on at the next 2 sets of lights (past the bus station on left, followed by Grosvenor Casino on left and Fire station on right). Take 1st or 2nd left onto the University of Bolton staff car parks (Car Park P1 or P2. Proceed on foot to Main Reception or Chancellor’s Mall (see campus map).

From the East. (Westbound)

From A58 proceed straight on onto A579. Follow this road, you will pass Lexus garage on your right. At next junction fork left still following A579, go straight through next 2 sets of lights (second set major junction). As you proceed up a hill get in 2nd lane from left. This lane will turn right at the lights. Immediately you will come to the next set of lights (left hand lane) keep left onto Trinity Street. Follow this road (past the train station on your right at 1st set of lights, then Morrisons on right and Sainsburys on left at 2nd set of lights). You will see the edge of campus as you travel along Trinity Street. Proceed straight through the set of lights and then turn right into the Visitors Car Park (PV). Alternatively, turn right at the next set of traffic lights (McDonalds on left), then turn left immediately after traffic lights into the staff and student car park (P3 and P4). proceed on foot to Main Reception or Chancellor’s Mall. (see campus map)
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From the South. (Northbound and motorways M61 from M60/M62)
Exit M61 motorway at Junction 5 and take the A58 towards Bolton. Proceed straight on at the lights on to A676 (junction with Shell garage on left). Follow this road all the way into Bolton (approx 2 miles). Eventually you will get to the 3rd set of major traffic lights (the University campus starts on the right), get into the left hand lane and go straight on. Take the 1st or 2nd right onto the University of Bolton staff car parks, immediately after the lights. Proceed on foot to Main reception or Chancellor’s Mall (see campus map).

From the West. (Eastbound)
From M61 - follow From the South directions. From Wigan (A58) – follow the A58 and proceed straight on at the M61 junction 5 roundabout (under the motorway). Now follow From the South directions.